ATTENDEES

AGENDA

TAF Status

- Functional tests:
  - Non-Security 612 tests - All pass
  - Security 613 tests - All pass
- Integration tests:
  - Non-Security 132 tests - All pass
  - Security 135 tests - All pass
- Performance tests:
  - Non-Security 10 tests - All pass
  - Security 9 tests - All pass

QA Progress

- Done
- All clean up now

Core Progress

- Done
- refactor: Rework Core Data docs to match updated 3.1 structure #1246
- feat: Add LastConnected metric to common config #1231
- Add LastConnected metric to device service common config #1230
- Refactor Core Metadata documentation to new layout #1244
- docs:Update UI Tools page for 3.1 #1247
New issue

- [Core Metadata] Handle plugged devices moving from one node to another node
  #4694

Other Business

- Device s7 - BSD licenses
- Core-keeper
- Code Freeze date: Oct 25th
- Release date: Nov 15th

Core /QA WG  [Project Board]

URI's for Files Implementation [Project Board]

Security [Project Board]

EdgeX Documentation Overhaul [Project Board]

NOTES